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Planning ROI Meetings 
For Mid-Sized Companies

The Power Of
Mid-Sized 

Companies:

The Meeting Needs
Of Mid-Sized 
Companies:

meet
middle

The nation’s 200,000 middle market businesses don’t get as much 

attention as small businesses or FORTUNE 1,000 companies, 

but don’t let these overlooked—and often misunderstood—

companies fool you. They are an economic engine driving the 

U.S. recovery. According to the National Center for the Middle 

Market—one of the only organizations that monitors this 

segment—mid-sized companies grew their revenue last year 

at a rate five times higher than the S&P 500.  

Face-to-face is a major reason why these companies—most of which

are business-to-business operators—are growing and adding jobs,

according to Chris Cote with Omnience, a global leader in marketing

event management solutions based in Atlanta. “With signs of eco-

nomic recovery and following two years of modest activity, many

corporate leaders are looking to reintegrate meetings into their mar-

keting plans and budgets, positioning themselves for the growth

years ahead,” Cote affirmed. “Events are a great investment—

research shows that there is no substitute for the increased sales 

and customer loyalty that face-to-face events can offer.”

Mid-sized companies, while growing, 

continue to encounter a host of challenges when it 

comes to planning their meetings, including:

• proving the value of face-to-face to weary stakeholders,

• providing “Corporate America expectations” on a limited

budget, and while avoiding an overspend-perception backlash,

• balancing participant incentives in a business environment,

• finding what works and what doesn’t to get the best ROI,

To tackle these challenges,  Cote provided ConventionSouth with his

insider tips for mid-sized business-to-business companies.
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Visit 

OmnienceEvents.com

to learn more about

Chris Cote & 

Omnience’s event

services.
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Look for expertise…not extra bodies. All

hands on deck? Not necessarily. Instead of

using an inexperienced internal team to man-

age your event, find an independent meetings

planning company that complements your

staff and enables the focus to be on activities

and mission. In addition, it's more cost-effec-

tive to hire planners than to manage your

event internally. This team should have expert-

ise in everything from venue selection to regis-

tration management to meeting logistics and

follow-up.

Content is key. There is a delicate balancing

act between cost and creating a quality event.

There is no substitute for quality content, even

when budget constraints are present. You

should justify your meeting's return on invest-

ment by demonstrating that content offers

added value and will help you meet your

event's goals.  Intelligence regarding how your

attendees value your events is important in

both reporting your event ROI and in shaping

future meetings.

Fun promotions create excitement. All the

buzz about integrating games into events 

reflects a huge trend called “gamification,”

which uses games to make content more 

appealing and easier to understand. Gamifica-

tion engages people – by giving the meeting

agenda a fresh feel. Gaming can go beyond

digital. You can gamify events just by the way

you present content, and how the schedule is

built: announce a surprise speaker; give out

prizes; reward great ideas. Attendees want

playful, memorable and relevant ways to inter-

act with each other and their company host.

Mobile devices advance interaction.

Whether through personal mobile devices or

sophisticated virtual meeting suites, technol-

ogy is revolutionizing the way meetings con-

tent is communicated—both in and out of the

meeting room. Not only are people outside

the room drawn in, but those within the room

experience a heightened degree of interac-

tion. Smart phone meeting applications can

enable everything from networking and lead

exchanging to real-time audience surveys and

course notes. From a map of the facility to ses-

sion schedule changes, mobile technology

now affects nearly every aspect of meeting

planning and production.

Use social media to build a community. A

strong social media presence has become key

to the way people gather and digest informa-

tion. Event planners need to understand and

leverage Twitter and LinkedIn to promote their

message and reach potential attendees in the
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places they go for answers . The daily use of

social networking sites via smartphones is also

on the rise. Attendees can also network

through social media before, during, and after

the event, which can be a relationship game-

changer. Adding your voice to this conversa-

tion creates new opportunities to listen and

learn from your attendees.

Learn even more about attendees. Compa-

nies with sophisticated event management

solutions can now track costs, registrants, 

attendance trends, subsequent sales and

more. Whether an event has 25 or 250 atten-

dees, meeting planners are responsible for

registering them. It has become more than

taking down names and creating a badge

per attendee. Technology enables lead re-

trieval and integration with various tech-

nologies, such as specific sessions each

person plans to attend and if or how they

are participating.  The post-event online 

survey sent to attendees days or weeks after

the event may not be the most cutting edge

tool, but the data can be the best intelli-

gence in improving all aspects of future

meetings, including the quality of and 

effectiveness of core messaging. 

Hybrid meetings growth explodes. Face-

to-face meetings still matter because they are

more likely to keep attendees listening, yet

they are more effective with hybrid compo-

nents. A hybrid meeting is one that has a

real-time, face-to-face as well as a virtual

component and is growing in popularity.

Many larger events, for example, are being

streamed live with backchannel conversa-

tions on platforms such as Twitter. The beauty

of a hybrid meeting is that even registrants

who can’t attend can experience it virtually,

which will extend the life of the meeting. 

It also can preserve the content so that

prospects can go online and check in 

months or even years later. 

Follow up with feedback. When recon-

necting with attendees, don't be over-

promotional about your company and 

services. Offer content they can use in your

blog and post-event communication. 

Continue and strengthen your relationship

with participants. Find a sub-group who

enjoyed your event and invite them back to a

virtual meeting. Select the right ones 

with a post-event survey that asks for their

opinion and suggestions. Create a virtual

discussion group that will reinforce a 

peer-to-peer dynamic.  This way you 

can continue to offer value to your

prospects long after your event’s 

closing session. ■ 
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